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RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTAL FLIGM’S AT HIGH ALTITUDES

WITH DAIVLER, BEiJZ,A.NDVAYBAC?HENGINES

TO DETERMINE MIXTURE F~Rl&lTIONAND HUT UTILIZATION OF FTEL.

B\’K. Kutz’bath.

The experimental flights desoribed herein were made with

the object of obtaining information regarding the following two

questions, whioh as yet have not been sufficiently elucidated.

These are:

1 What effeot has aititu(ieu~on the formation of the mixture?

2 What alteration takes place, with increasing altitude, in

the utilization of the heat ccntained in the fuel?

The following observations must “oeborne in mind, in order

that the results of the testsmay be correctly interpreted.

1, Alt&ation in wixture wi~h increased altitade.- The quan-

tity of fuel introduced into the engine cvlinder in the form of

an air-fuel mixture,

(q?) of the engine,

upon the temperature

depends (1) upon the pumping efficiency

i,e, its efficiency as an air pump, and (2)

and pressure of the outer atmosphere. This

efficiency Is further depemdent ‘upon:

(A).Volumetric efficiency, Tf, influenced by

setting and resistance encountered in the induction

the valve

system, and,

generally, by the difference between the exhaust and the’induc-

tion pressures in the cylinder.

* From Technische Berichte, Volume ITI, Part 1.



2, The Temnezature rise TT of’the mixture, produoed by

contact with the intetnalwalls and isrmface~”cf the carbureiwr,

the intake manifold, and the interior of the oylinder (cylinder

walls, piston head, valves) during the period between admission

and at the beginning of compression, In so-far as the tempera-

ture@of the admitted air is loweredby the vaporization of the

liquid’fuel, this has a favorable effect on the value of TIT

(1) b

With the carburetor fully open, owing to the flow of the

mixture due to”its inertia, qf may even reaob 0.S5 as the in-

let’valve is often open until the crank is between 40° to ’70°

past the dead Oenter. The temperature rise is difficult to de-

termine, as any

in the cylin’der

of the inoomlng

estimate based upon temperature ‘measurements

will give an erroneous impression. The heating

mixture by the residual products of the preced-
.

ing mmbustion h% ~ effect on TT, as the residual products

of combustion are themselves subject to cooling aotion and

their influence on the volume admitted, isj therefore, neutral-

ized, Hence the mixture being cooled through vaporization of

the fuel by some 20 - 25°, must undergo a temperature rise of

only about 309 (up to 500). In relation to Ta, the tempera-

ture of the atmosphere at admission to the carburetor, the

approximately

is, therefore,

Ta

Ta +30° .

0.9 (to 0.85), so that in the most favorable case,



for well.designed engines ‘withmechaazoalLy opem,te% inlet valves,

and H t’andaxd

atmospheric pres-

sure of ‘?60mm and an air temperature of 15°, the VO~UUe ~~itted

is further affeoted by .

L!=
273+15 &=0. 379b~ appxoximately

L 273 + ta 760 - a

Assuming that

the lower oalorific value of ‘thefuel in kcal/kg (light ‘

gasoline is about 10000 kcal/kg)

Fuel consumption of the engine in

Total stroke volume of the engine

kgs per hour

in cubic meters so that

a-t‘lN1fR.P.M. the engine pistoa has an hourly working

displaoen?entvolume of ~ 60 Vh oubic meters. Then the

heat capaoity of the fual in units of working volume Of

the cylinder

Hu B
30 N Vh kca2/m3 03!gcal/lit*

.

If Ho in kcal/m3 of gcallliter is the heat value of the fue2-

air mixture at a temperati=e of 15° and a barometric pressure

of ?60 mm, then the heat capaoity of the fuel per unit volume

of the oylinder is, also =H071 Ml

Therefore “

soq~
= HUB

30 N vi
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This figure HOT: which can be called the specific heat

value of the working stroke volume, or, in short, the l~liter-

heatn of the engine, gives a.very convenient basis for judging

the performance of the carburetor and its operation during flight..

What is then ”thevalue of Ho n~ with complete combustion and

perfeot fuel utilization? ●

If gasoline with approximately 10000 koal/kg lower calorific

value and requiring theoretically 12,5 ms of air for oomplete Com-

bustion is taken, the’heat units oontained in the mixture, !

10000Ho=—
12.5

= 800 koal/m3, assuming oomplete combustion, and the

presence of the exact quantity of air required to effeot this -

no excess or deficiency.

If nl = 0.8 to 0.85, H07Z = 640 to 680 koal.

As about 10% extra air is necessary in practice for the co?n-

plete combustion of fuel in the cylinder, HOT1 will then be-

come 580 to 520. 7hus the values of Ho~l~ according to the

efficiency of the engine, lie some~lhatbet-veen580 and 680 for

the best utilization of heat in the fuei. Outside these limits

only

air,

and,

aa a

imperfect combustion will result, owing to insufficient

i.e. part of the fuel will pass unburnt through the engine,

on meeting t%e outside atmosphere will continue in combustion

visible flame fzom the exhaust.
.

1. The Result of the High Altitude Test;.

Fig= 1 and 2 show in curve 1 the values of Ho n~ , During

a flight with a 260 HP Daimler engine without supercharger, the -
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seen that the value Ho qt constantly inmeases with increasing

altitude, and alnays far exceeds the value associated with the

best utilization of heat in the’fuel, In the test ~itb a 200 ~

Benz engine fit-~eciwith supercharger, the throttle could not be

fully opened until a ccnsidezablealtitude was reached (altitude

regulation) and Vz .only attained its maximum above this. Here

also the va~ue..uf HOTZ rose above permissible limits. It

should moreover, be noted that Ho qt in passing from throttling

to altitude control, aoes not inorease very much, showing that

the opening of the throttle does not increase qt much further.

The contrary was the case with the Maybach engine No.1224, where

full opening of the tlirottleat 3500 m (11500 ft) altitude had

the effect of considerably increasing qt and, therefcre, also

Ho~z. All three engines seemed, however, to be running with

much too heavy fuel consumption, the value Gf HOTZ rose con-

siderably above 680, so that some means had to be found to cor-

rect this.

Fig. 2 shows on the right the effect of one such means adopt-

ed with Maybaoh engine No.13&9, and which consisted in reducing

the cross-section of the fuel jet OP changing to the llaltitude

positionllof the throttle. As the diagram:shows, the throttle “

was put to altitude position intermittently at a fairly low alti-

tude, and the throttle fully opened at a height of 2200 (7220 ft).

With this improved carburetor, the value of Ho Tt, and



thus the fuel

Ths fact

in periodicals and Fatent specificati~i~~;but many carburetors

Qzeady possess devices to prevent fuel waste, as, for example,

by means of a ‘lcompensator[l(as it is called on the Hispano-

Suiza engine) or a l~f-~e~economizer’t,actuated by the pibt.

One of the simplest arrangements for this purposs, especi-

ally in supercharged engines, consists in placing within the

air intake in front of the carburet~r$ or ~zallel to it, some .

form of throttle device or, supplementary air valve, which re-

mains quite or nearly closed at 1O-Valtitudes, and ~hich is only

fully opened at the higher altitudes. The fuel jet is then so

regulated t@t, at low altitudes, the engine knocks (owing to

excess of air) if the supplementary air valve or throttle is

ogen, and runs smoothly ‘viththis intake thxottled. For a more

precise idea of the behavior of such devices in flight, it is

sufficient to measure the fuel ccnmm~tisn and revolution speed

of the engine. .

2. Variation in fuel utilization ‘withaltit@,

The best idea of the fuel utilization at high altitudes, in ‘

addition to weaeuring the fuel consumption, is obtained by the

careful determination of the speed of revolution of the engine.
r

in horizont~l flight in still air, unless, of course, a dya~om.
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eter can be f~tted to the engine, Conclusions from this should,

however, be drawn cauti,au~ly,as the revolution speed is de- ,.

pendent on severai va~iable factors.

The revolutions per minute are influenced by the equilibrium

maintained ‘~etween’the engine torque Q and the resistance D

offered by the airscrew. The %orque Q, depends on the heat,

in the form of fuel, supplied to the engine, and the efficiency

~e of its transformation into nork in the engine; it is thus

proportional to the heat per unit volume of working stzoke

supplied by the fuel.

.(3)

The efficiency qe of the transformation of heat into work

is composed of:-

1 The chemical cr combustion efficiency (To) of the mixture,

showing what portion of the chemical heat value of the fuel li.b-—— —

erated by its ignition has ~eally gone to develop heat in the

engine,

a The thermal efficiency (nt? of the working cycle, the “

ratio of the heat developed in the cylinder to the ‘indicated

work done inside the cylinder on the piston, including, besides ‘

exhaust losses, also the losses of heat through the cylinder,

walls, and in liafterl~combustion.

3 The mechanical efficiency (qm) of the transmis~ion of work.

on the piston into torque at the crankshaft, including all losses

due to fridion, power absorbed by pumps, e’to.

qe = nc Tt nm (4) ‘
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The resistance D of the airscrew increases as the square

of the revolutions, and as the air denstty (exEressedby V ) and

decreases when the speed V, of the aizscrew relative to the

air increases; this factor can be expressed by f(V) = Vk

D=cL+ (5)

Equilibrium is obtained when Q = D and, therefore, -

or,

(6) ‘

Vk can be disregarded, as having little influsnoe, V

varying but little du~ing the tests, and k approximating to

Unity, The ratio of the thermal efficiency for two flights at

different altitudes is then

(7)

These values are calculated from the values of N (curves .

2) and Ho ml (curves 1), and are represented by curves 3. The “

values of ~ correspond in all engin~g to the altitude (pcint

a) at which the throttle was fully opened (altitude position),

and with the Benz engine, and Ma.ybaohengine No.1224 also to the

altitude (point b) at which the f$rst reading was taken. In the,

two latter casea, it assumed that the value of’ Te has not been

altered by the movement of the t~~ottle lever, that the curves 3

can, therefore-,be continued to points c. This assumption is,

l~oxe7er,onlyapproximately correct (In the flight with %ybach

I
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,
engines No.1224 the values were read at 2500 m (S200 tt] altitude,

with the airplane descending, in which case, the thermal condition

of the engine would be different, and, thexefore~ this point slums

a marked divergence in all three curves).

It is, however, perfectly clear that i~ all engines

formation of the heat of the fuel into useful work fails

considerably with increasing altitude.

The ohief reason for the great drop in Te lies in

ue of ‘ft~tTc becomes less than 2 as soon as the extra

the val-

air tak-

en in by the engine be~omes insufficient (less than 10fc),and

thus the complete mixing of a$r and fuel, each molecule of fuel

at once finding its moleoule of uxygen, becmes im~~ossible. Thus,.

if Tc = I, UP to the nest efficient mixture of (H. 7Z)opt = 690>

then, for ~ixtuzes in which Ho V1 is-more than 600:-
6

(e)

So long as combustion is complete, and ~onz is bel~w the

value at whioh complete Oonbustton of the ~ixture still takes

place (here taken

ing equation (4)

as 600), qc remains equal to unity, and, US-

(9)

In other words: The revolution speed increases (if Tt and

qm do not decrease too rapidly) at first as r

----
Ho ~z, until the

best value for complete combustion (Ho~~ )Opt is attained. This,

seemingly ‘Tas,at first, the sass in the test with the Daimler

engine.
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As soon, however, as (Hoqz)opt, ox Nopt is exceeded,

it is clear that aocording to equation {S), when ihe supply bf

fuel to the cngjnc is i,nc3:ezJ3e,& TIC alone dec~easee correspond-

ingly,

(Hc

of

formative in this Pespeti,

There can be no doubt t;hataccording to the above tests the

produot (n~ Vm) decreased at high altitudes, even in the case

~ of the last tsst wi.~hIdaybachengiue No.1.5i39.?I= wo~~lddecrease,

beoause part of the frictional lcsses (due to inertia and frio-

deceases ow-

above a certain

place at lower

pressure, and because the absolute heat ca~acity of the cylinder

is small in comwrison with the external cooling surface. In

any case the R.P.M. of the Maybach engin& No.1389 with economizer

jet, with which (H. T~) remains in the neighborhood of 600, de-

creases far less at the outset than with the other,engi~es, me
#

-.oonclusionsto be dram from these experiments regarding the de-

sign of the carburetor are obvioue.

.



CONCLUSION.

1 All carburetors

heatr’increases with

-11-

tested worked defectively, as the llliter-

altitude, instead of remaining constant.

2 The efficiency of combustion, TIC, becomes considerably

less than unity at high altitudes, owing to excessive fuel

consumption, which,

The success of

incorporated with a

flight with Maybach

however, is avoidable.

one of the numerous devices which can be

view to increasing qc is shown in a

engine No.1389.

3 In the engines testsd, the produot (~t Tm) also decreases

with altitude, in ;roportion to the square of the R.P.M.

While the decrease of qm oan only be avoided by keeFing the

engine ~o-werconstant at all altitudes, the decrease in ~t

can certainly be &ut down, to some extent, to insufficient

air in the mixture and can be reduced by the construction of

proper I1highaltitude!’carburetors.

Translated by the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.

.
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